
From: Charles Little  
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2023 10:33 AM 
To: Petaluma Planning <petalumaplanning@cityofpetaluma.org>; John Schribbs 
<releafpetaluma@gmail.com>; Barnacle, Brian <bbarnacle@cityofpetaluma.org>; McDonnell, Kevin 
<kmcdonnell@cityofpetaluma.org>; Cader-Thompson, Janice <jcaderthompson@cityofpetaluma.org>; 
Healy, Mike <mhealy@cityofpetaluma.org>; Karen Nau <knau@cityofpetaluma.org>; Pocekay, Dennis 
<dpocekay@cityofpetaluma.org> 
Subject: Wildfire Risk at Davidon/Putnam Park  
  
---Warning: Use caution before clicking any attachments. THIS EMAIL IS FROM OUTSIDE OUR EMAIL 
SYSTEM.---  
Friends, 
I have only just now become aware of this (attached) analysis of the fire danger to homes and 
residents in the potential new Davidon development and to the folks living on both sides of 
Windsor Drive between Western Drive and D Street. We have come to that time in the history 
of building in wildfire prone areas, when we realize that it makes no sense to continue doing 
this if we want to save lives and property. As a neighbor of this plan, I hope you will consider 
this analysis very seriously in your consideration of Davidon's proposed development. 
Particularly in the light of a recent study by scientists at Montana and Colorado Universities 
showing that the vast majority of wildfire structure losses come from buildings in the wrong 
place and human caused ignitions. Here's a quote from the abstract of that study: "With 
millions of structures with high fire risk, reducing human-related ignitions and rethinking how 
we build are critical for preventing future wildfire disasters."  The lessons: humans cause most 
wildfires so don't put them in fire-prone areas, and homes should no longer be sited in fire 
prone areas. 
 
As a close follower of wildfire related science I can assure you that the weight of science these 
days supports these conclusions. We must stop building in the places where wildfire is likely to 
occur. 
 
Here's a link to the above mentioned study:  
https://academic.oup.com/pnasnexus/advance-
article/doi/10.1093/pnasnexus/pgad005/7017542?login=false 

And here's the abstract: 

"Abstract 

Structure loss is an acute, costly impact of the wildfire crisis in the western United States (“West”), 
motivating the need to understand recent trends and causes. We document a 246% rise in West-wide 
structure loss from wildfires between 1999-2009 and 2010-2020, driven strongly by events in 2017, 
2018, and 2020. Increased structure loss was not due to increased area burned alone. Wildfires became 
significantly more destructive, with a 160% higher structure loss rate (loss/kha burned) over the past 
decade. Structure loss was driven primarily by wildfires from unplanned human-related ignitions (e.g. 
backyard burning, power lines, etc.), which accounted for 76% of all structure loss and resulted in 10 



times more structures destroyed per unit area burned compared to lightning-ignited fires. Annual 
structure loss was well explained by area burned from human-related ignitions, while decadal structure 
loss was explained by state-level structure abundance in flammable vegetation. Both predictors 
increased over recent decades and likely interacted with increased fuel aridity to drive structure-loss 
trends. While states are diverse in patterns and trends, nearly all experienced more burning from 
human-related ignitions and/or higher structure loss rates, particularly California, Washington, and 
Oregon. Our findings highlight how fire regimes – characteristics of fire over space and time – are 
fundamentally social-ecological phenomena. By resolving the diversity of Western fire regimes, our work 
informs regionally appropriate mitigation and adaptation strategies. With millions of structures with 
high fire risk, reducing human-related ignitions and rethinking how we build are critical for preventing 
future wildfire disasters." 
 
Thanks for your attention to my concerns, 
Charles Little 
Charles S. Little 
Fire Issues Chair 
Forest Unlimited 

  
Petaluma, CA 94952 

 
https://www.forestunlimited.org/ 
 
 
 
From: Petalumans for Responsible Planning <PetRP@comcast.net> 
Subject: Is fire a risk in Petaluma? 
Date: February 25, 2023 at 5:59:55 AM PST 
To:  
Reply-To: Petalumans for Responsible Planning <PetRP@comcast.net> 
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